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Schleiermacher on the Out-Pourings of the Inner Fire:
Experiential Expressivism and Religious Pluralism
Contemporary scholars such as Huston Smith, who have delved into the
beliefs and practices of many of the major world religions claim that there is a central
spiritual reality to which all the major religious traditions point. Salvation, insofar as
it is conceived in terms of being in relation with the Absolute Reality, is achievable
from within the context of all the world's major faiths. John Hick has defended a
similar claim, attempting to work out its philosophical ramifications in his book An
Interpretation of Religion.1 The proposal that all the world's major faiths are grounded
in genuine experiences of the divine is not a new one, however. In his book On
Religion, Schleiermacher makes a similar kind of claim. There Schleiermacher tells us
that
I invite you to study every faith professed by man, every religion that has a
name and a character. Though it may long ago have degenerated into a long
series of empty customs, into a system of abstract ideas and theories, will you
not, when you examine the original elements at the source, find that this dead
dross was once the molten out-pourings of the inner fire? Is there not in all
religions more or less of the true nature of religion, as I have presented it to
you? Must not, therefore, each religion be one of the special forms which
mankind, in some region of the earth and at some stage of development, has
to accept?2
Yet there are significant issues raised by this kind of proposal. How can
differing traditions, making competing truth claims about the human situation and
how it relates to the transcendent, all point to a central spiritual reality? If they
characterize it differently, how can we know it is the same ultimate reality to which
they point, or which is being experienced? Moreover, it seems that insofar as these
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traditions are making competing truth claims, they cannot all be right, and their not
getting the facts right about the nature of the Absolute may translate into a failure in
helping human beings achieve salvation. Can the claim that all the major world
religions point to the same Absolute be defended?
Both in the Speeches and in the Christian Faith Schleiermacher offers a
comprehensive theory of the nature of religion grounding it in experience. In the
Speeches Schleiermacher grounds religion in an original unity of consciousness that
precedes the subject-object dichotomy.3

The Christian Faith presents a similar

analysis of religion: the feeling of absolute dependence is grounded in the immediate
self-consciousness. In both accounts a fundamental experience grounds religion.4 In
the Christian Faith Schleiermacher explains that doctrines are expressions of this
fundamental experience; Christian doctrines are, for instance, "accounts of the
Christian religious affections set forth in speech."5 This view aptly has been labeled
"experiential expressivism." In this paper I will argue that Schleiermacher's theory
offers a generally coherent account of how it is possible that differing religious
traditions are all based on the same experience of the absolute. My account will
attempt to show how Schleiermacher's program can respond successfully to some of
the contemporary objections to religious pluralism noted above. My defense of
Schleiermacher's view will revolve upon three different but related points.
First there is the question of the nature of religious doctrines. If doctrines
are truth claims that seek to adequately describe reality as it really is, then their
diverging claims as to the nature of the Absolute and its relation to human beings
can pose a threat to the coherence of idea that all the major faith traditions have
validity. On the other hand, if the meaning and purpose of doctrines is to convey an
experience, in particular when that experience is of something that transcends the
categories of the mundane, then it seems that it is possible that two different
systems of symbolic representation can be equally adequate vehicles conveying an
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experience of the Absolute. The first part of the paper will lay out the essential
elements of Schleiermacher's experiential expressivism and explore the possibilities
it offers for giving a coherent account of religious pluralism.
Second, related to this first issue is the issue of interpretation. What role
does it play in the shaping of the religious experience itself?

How does

Schleiermacher envision this role? How might Schleiermacher respond to the critic
arguing that cultural and linguistic categories are so central to the possibility of
experiencing the transcendent that it is impossible to find a common experience
across cultural boundaries? The key to Schleiermacher's response, I will suggest, lies
in his understanding of the immediate character of religious experience and its a priori
character.
Thirdly, because two or more systems of symbolic representations may be
more or less adequate expressions of the experience of the Absolute, it does not
follow that all are. In fact, in The Christian Faith Schleiermacher clearly holds the
position that Christianity is the most perfect expression of the feeling of absolute
dependence.

While we may disagree with this particular verdict, it is nevertheless

important to have criteria to distinguish those symbol systems that are more
adequate vehicles for conveying the experience of the absolute from those that are
inadequate. The last part of the paper will discuss how Schleiermacher envisions
these criteria.
On the Nature of Doctrine
It is well known that there are three basic models regarding what it is that
religious doctrines are. On the first model, doctrines are a set of propositions that
purport to make truth claims about human beings, the world in which they find
themselves, and their relation to that which transcends the world. Doctrines are
thereby informative of the nature of reality, and it is through the information they
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convey that they are able to guide human beings on their spiritual path towards
salvation. If this is the nature and function of doctrine, then assertions that differ as
to the nature of the world, ultimate reality, and their interrelations cannot all be
correct.

Either only one is correct, perhaps all are wrong, but two conflicting

assertions cannot both be right. If the Muslim insists on the absolute Oneness of
God, and the Christian insists that God is triune, both assertions cannot be true.
Moreover, on this model the truth-functional status of a doctrine is usually thought
to have a direct effect on how much of a help or a hindrance it can be in guiding
persons in their quest for the ultimate.
On the second basic model, religious doctrines do not so much seek to
describe the nature of ultimate reality as to either express or evoke an experience of
that reality, or to reflect upon and systematize those expressions. At the core of this
understanding of doctrine is religious experience. This religious experience is then
expressed in aesthetic symbolic elements that point past themselves to the
transcendent. As such, the expression of this experience is subject to the influence of
cultural thought forms and patterns available to the individual expressing the
experience. On this model two or more different symbolic systems can be equally
expressive and evocative of genuine religious experience. This occurs analogously to
the way that two different paintings can both be beautiful. Moreover, here we move
first from the inner experience to the outer diverse forms, and from the outer forms
back to the inner experience to which they point. Experiences expressed by two
differing forms can yet be experiences of the same Absolute. This model has been
aptly called “experiential expressivism” by George Lindbeck.6 While there has been
some controversy concerning the exact details of Schleiermacher’s model of religious
doctrines, there is no doubt that at its core his model contains the basic elements
described here.
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A compelling exposition of a third model, dubbed by George Lindbeck as the
“cultural linguistic alternative” is provided in his book The Nature of Doctrine. One of
the ideas driving this model is that there is no such thing as an uninterpreted datum
of experience.7 The experiencing self is always already equipped with cultural
thought forms and linguistic categories through which it interprets its experiences.
There is no innocent eye; the idea that there are “given” experiences that form a
common core of religion is simply a myth, for it is these categories that shape the
experience, and without them experience is simply not possible at all.8 Hence,
“religions are producers of experience.”9 Here, in contrast to the second model, we
move from the outer forms to the inner experiences.
While the second model (experiential expressivism) captures some of the
most

essential

features

of

Schleiermacher’s

understanding

of

religion,

Schleiermacher’s views on doctrines and the religious experiences upon which they
depend are extremely nuanced, and are well equipped to deflect criticisms often
made against this model by proponents of other views. In what follows I will take a
closer look at Schleiermacher’s understanding of the nature of religious doctrines.
How does his development of the nature of doctrine help us to make sense of the
diversity of religious expressions, and what resources does it offer for dialogue
amongst differing faith traditions? How well does his model fare when compared
with the other two?
Doctrines, for Schleiermacher, are always derivative. In the Christian Faith he
notes that revelation does not operate upon us as cognitive beings, “for that would
make the revelation to be originally and essentially doctrine” (CF, 50; §10.3). What is
revealed is not a proposition whose function is to mirror the structure of what is
known, but an experience.

This does not imply that religious doctrines, being

dependent upon that experience, are merely subjective and reflective of states of the
self.10 As Rudolph Otto, Schleiermacher’s famous disciple and commentator notes,
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religious experience has a peculiarly noetic quality, since what is experienced is “felt
as objective and outside the self.”11

Nevertheless, what it is that is experienced

cannot be adequately conveyed by propositions whose structure corresponds to the
known. This is for two reasons, both the results of Kant’s philosophy, of which
Schleiermacher is very much aware. First, we cannot have knowledge of things as
they are in themselves. Second, our knowledge extends only to the phenomenal realm,
and the phenomena that Kant had in mind are those given through the five senses.
What is intuited in religious experience, however, is not given through the senses. It
transcends the categories through which ordinary sense experience is apprehended
and organized and hence cannot be grasped in the same way. Schleiermacher tells us
that
. . . . any possibility of God being in any way given is entirely excluded
because anything that is outwardly given must be given as an object
exposed to our counter-influence, however slight this may be. . . . The
transference of the idea of God to any perceptible object, unless one is
all the time conscious that it is a piece of purely arbitrary symbolism, is
always a corruption, whether it be a temporary transference, i.e., a
theophany, or a constitutive transference, in which God is represented
as permanently a particular perceptible existence (CF, 18; § 4.4).
What is given through the five senses is material that is worked on by our own
consciousness. This is what Schleiermacher means when he tells us that what is given
as an object is “exposed to our counter-influence.” On the other hand, what is
experienced through the feeling of absolute dependence is not an object alongside of
other objects. Schleiermacher tells us that it must be understood as “the Whence of
our receptive and active existence. . . .” and notes that, “this ‘Whence’ is not the
world, in the sense of the totality of temporal existence, and still less is it any single
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part of the world” (CF, 16; §4.4). It is not finite or limited by space and time and it is
not an object set over against us. As such it cannot be grasped or encompassed by the
mind and eludes apprehension through concepts; it is best apprehended through the
symbol. In paragraphs 15 and 16 of The Christian Faith Schleiermacher notes that the
original expressions of piety are the poetic or rhetorical. These contain aesthetic
and symbolic elements pointing past themselves to a transcendent reality. Doctrines
are the result of reflection upon these primary forms; they are “derivative and
secondary” (CF, 79; §16.1), that is, second order propositions that are a result of
reflection and systematization of first order expressions.12 Hence, unlike the feeling
of absolute dependence itself, they have been mediated and worked through by
consciousness.

“Dogmatic propositions,” Schleiermacher notes, arise out of

“logically ordered reflection upon the immediate utterances of the religious selfconsciousness” (CF, 81; § 16.3). They are the result of a process of dialectical
reflection through which inconsistencies are weeded out and central tenets of the
faith are given a controlling influence over subsidiary ones (CF, 80; § 16.3).
If Schleiermacher is right in his characterization of religious experience as
transcending ordinary experience, then there are good reasons why we cannot think
of doctrines as propositions whose structure ontologically corresponds to the
structure of the real. At the heart of ultimate reality is mystery transcending all our
cognitive capacities.

Hence we can only express or point to both what is intuited

and its relation to the self that intuits through symbols which gesture past
themselves. The symbol, like the aesthetic object, has an overplus of meaning to
which no concept is ever adequate.

As such only it is suited to point to the

Absolute, which cannot be captured in concepts but can only be alluded to through
symbolic elements of the imagination. The purpose of doctrine is not to mirror the
real but to give logical coherence to a system of symbols. If this is the case, then it is
possible that two differing religious systems of symbolic representation and the
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second order doctrines that systematize them can both be valid expressions of the
experience of ultimate mystery.
On the other hand, if the purpose of religious doctrines is to present an
isomorphism between the “structure of knowing and the structure of the known,”13
then insofar as two religious doctrines are not in agreement, they cannot both be
right. As Keith Ward puts it, “ To think that it[a proposition] is true is to affirm
that reality is as it is described by that proposition. . . . Thus an affirmation by its
nature excludes some possible states of affairs; namely one which would render the
proposition false.”14

This is not to say that differing religions may be right on

differing points, so that no single religion has a monopoly on truth. Nonetheless, if
doctrines are propositions, then the ultimate purpose of inter-religious dialogue
would have to be either to convert others to the true religion, or to discover the
elements of truth in each tradition. The symbolic system of rites and religious
practices of each tradition would have worth only insofar as they reflected
propositions deemed to be true. On this model, for instance, it would be difficult for
a Christian to ascribe validity to the Muslim practice of the recitation of the Koran
since the Muslim faith is at odds with Christianity on many doctrinal points.
The Interpretation of Religious Experience
Before more can be said about the resources Schleiermacher’s model of religion
offers for inter-religious dialogue and a sympathetic understanding of other religions,
his exposition of the interplay between religious experience and culture needs to be
discussed in more depth. An exploration of this point will also allow us to compare
Schleiermacher’s model of the nature of doctrine with so called cultural-linguistic
approaches. The first and most important point that must be made in this regard is
the fact that the feeling of absolute dependence is immediate, that is, it is not
mediated by the work of consciousness. As noted above, it is not given in sensuous
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experience in such a way that we could exert our counter-influence (through the
interpretive work of consciousness) upon it. If we were to exert such a counterinfluence, then the feeling would not be of absolute dependence. This means, then,
that the foundational religious experience remains pure, that is, it is unaffected by
cultural and linguistic categories. These come into play only when the experience is
being expressed.

This is the fundamental point of difference between

Schleiermacher’s model of religion and the cultural-linguistic model. On the latter
view, all experience is subject to the work of consciousness and as such is
interpreted. There can be no such thing as an immediate self-consciousness or an
unmediated feeling of absolute dependence. Hence strictly speaking we cannot posit
a fundamentally similar experience at the ground of different religious symbols since
all experience has been shaped and molded by historically determined and
contingent cultural categories.
Note that in insisting on the unmediated character of the feeling of absolute
dependence, Schleiermacher avoids one of the principle difficulties faced by John
Hick in his attempt to link diverse religious traditions to the experience of a single
ultimate. According to Hick, all religious experience is interpreted and the Real in
itself is unknown and unknowable in our present state.15 As pointed out by many of
Hick’s critics, however, on this view there is a problem in linking the phenomenal
manifestations of religion to the Real in itself.16 If all experience is interpreted, how
are we to know that diverse religious traditions all point to the same Ultimate?
Strictly speaking we cannot, since we have no access to that Ultimate as it is in itself.
Schleiermacher, on the other hand, insists that the feeling of absolute dependence is
immediate. As such, it is an experience not subject to the interpretive work of
consciousness. But if it is immediate, what thematic access do we have to it?17 And
insofar as we are able to re-present it thematically, then do not all the facts
concerning the conditioned nature of the interpretation of experience again apply?
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Although the foundational religious experience is immediate, Schleiermacher has
a good deal to say about the relation of the feeling of absolute dependence to the
activity of consciousness, and hence to the categories through which consciousness
interprets and appropriates experience. Very much like transcendental Thomists
such as Rahner,18 Schleiermacher insists that while the feeling of absolute
dependence is itself unmediated, it can only really make an appearance when what he
calls the sensible self-consciousness has been fully developed.

Shortly after

introducing the feeling of absolute dependence in The Christian Faith, he discusses
three grades of consciousness: 1) the confused, animal grade of consciousness; 2) the
consciousness of an antithesis between the self and the world and 3) the higher
consciousness, that is, the consciousness of absolute dependence. In the confused,
animal grade of consciousness there is no clear distinction between “the objective
and introversive, or feeling and perception” (CF 18; § 5.1), precisely because there is
no self-consciousness. In other words, in order to be able to distinguish between self
and world, consciousness must be able to make itself its own object. Only then can
it distinguish itself from what is other than itself. This is precisely what is lacking in
this confused animal grade of consciousness. In the second grade of consciousness
there is self-consciousness, and hence a grasp of the antithesis between the self and
the world. The third grade of consciousness is the higher consciousness, which we
have already noted is immediate. Now interestingly enough Schleiermacher claims
that it is only in relation to the sensible self-consciousness that the higher
consciousness can make an appearance:
It is impossible to claim a constancy for the highest self-consciousness,
except on the supposition that the sensible self-consciousness is always
conjoined with it. . . . It means rather a co-existence of the two in the
same moment, which, of course, unless the Ego is to be split up,
involves a reciprocal relation of the two. It is impossible for anyone to
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be in some moments exclusively conscious of his relations within the
realm of the antithesis, and in other moments of his absolute
dependence in itself and in a general way; for it is as a person
determined for this moment in a particular manner within the realm of
the antithesis that he is conscious of his absolute dependence. This
relatedness of the sensibly determined to the higher self-consciousness
in the unity of the moment is the consummating point of the selfconsciousness (CF 22; §5.3).
This passage is important in several regards. First it allows us to understand what
Schleiermacher means by the immediate self-consciousness, a term which
unaccompanied by further explanation, seems to make little sense. What can this
possible mean, since self-consciousness must always be mediated?

Unless

Schleiermacher is simply confused, he must be referring to the higher consciousness,
which is itself always immediate, but which can only develop when consciousness
recognizes the realm of the antithesis between self and world and is therefore selfconscious.

This higher consciousness is transcendental, and as such can never

become an object for consciousness. Insofar as it is the whence of both our active and
receptive existence, it is always in the background. Nonetheless, the individual must
be conscious of the antithesis between self and world in order thereby to intuit the
unity of the ground of both activity and receptivity.
Second, this passage provides the basis for Schleiermacher’s claim that
religion must always be positive. The claim is made both in the Christian Faith and in
the fifth Speech of On Religion. In the latter Schleiermacher notes that “. . . the
positive religions are just the definite forms in which religion must exhibit itself. . . .
in the positive religions alone a true individual cultivation of the religious capacity is
possible. . .” (OR 217). The reason why this is so is explained in the passage given
above from the Christian Faith. The higher consciousness can only exist insofar as it is
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related to the antithesis of the sensible self-consciousness between self and world.
Hence there can be no development of the higher consciousness that is not situated,
that does not develop in relation to the sensible self-consciousness. Schleiermacher
tells us that this relation between the higher consciousness and the sensible selfconsciousness is “the consummating point of self-consciousness.” It is in the realm
of the sensible self-consciousness, however, that there is a distinction between
subject and object. Objects are given to consciousness through perception, but
consciousness must take them up and make sense of them through interpretive
categories.

Many of these categories are contingent and develop historically;

religious symbols are one of the products of the work of consciousness on the
material given to it. As Schleiermacher notes in the Speeches, even the consciousness
of the individual in whom the activity of the higher consciousness is most developed
has a historical development influencing the expression of religion:
. . . is not then a characteristic personality born with the
religious life? There is a definite connection with a past, a present and
a future. The whole subsequent religious life is linked in this way to
that moment and that state in which this feeling surprised the soul. It
thus maintains its connection with the earlier, poorer life, and has a
natural, uniform development (OR 227).
The diversity of religious expression is thereby inevitable.19
Schleiermacher’s account is subtle and nuanced; as such it can accommodate
many of the insights of the cultural-linguistic approach to understanding religion and
doctrine. Religions have a historical development and as such are subject to the
influence of linguistic, cultural, sociological and psychological factors. There is an
important sense in which they provide interpretive categories through which
religious feelings (at the level of the antithesis) are understood. Moreover, many of
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the criticisms leveled against experiential expressivism do not apply to it. Lindbeck,
for instance, hints that on this model one can be “religious in general”20 and sees this
as a drawback. It should be clear by now that this is not Schleiermacher’s position.
For Schleiermacher the experience of religion always takes place in a given context.
Only thus can it be a genuinely human experience. While there is no doubt that for
Schleiermacher there is a religious a priori, this a priori does not become operative in
a vacuum. Given that we are concrete socio-historical individuals, there is no “view
from nowhere” in religion.

Each experience is a situated experience of the

transcendent; that situatedness cannot be abstracted from the experience. In the
fifth Speech Schleiermacher notes that “as long as we occupy a place there must be in
these relations of man to the whole a nearer and a farther, which will necessarily
determine each feeling differently in each life” (OR 217). However, the fact that
religious experience is always situated does not imply that believers from two
differing traditions are not experiencing the same thing. My perception of any given
object will be situated from a given perspective, and that perspective will be different
from yours; it does not follow, however, that what is experienced is different. The
situation is analogous with respect to religious experience.
Schleiermacher’s Criteria of Genuine Religious Experience
Two things must be noted about Schleiermacher’s use of the terms “a nearer
and a farther” in relation to the transcendent. First, his use of this language makes it
clear that the religious experience is of something and hence religious language, while
needs be symbolic because of the nature of its object, is about something and hence
has a noetic quality. It is not merely about the feeling states of the subject. Second,
given that the religious experience is first and foremost a transcendental one,
Schleiermacher’s language of a “nearer and a farther” must be understood
metaphorically; there is no thematized object relating to a subject. Nevertheless, it is
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clear that what Schleiermacher means to say is that some religious experiences are
better manifestations of the feeling of absolute dependence than others.
We have already pointed out the transcendental character of the highest selfconsciousness, which Schleiermacher identifies with the feeling of absolute
dependence. The transcendental nature of this experience further implies that it is
given a priori. Schleiermacher tells us in The Christian Faith that “The highest selfconsciousness is in no wise dependent on outwardly given objects which may affect
us at one moment and not at another. As a consciousness of absolute dependence it
is quite simple, and remains self-identical while all other states are changing” (CF 21;
§5.3). Moreover, the consciousness of absolute dependence “accompanies our whole
existence” and “is never zero” (CF 16; §4.3). All religious phenomena are in one way
or another grounded in this religious a priori. Even the religions “of the lower levels”
are expressions, howsoever flawed and limited they may be, of piety.

Hence

Schleiermacher insists that “we must never deny the homogeneity of all these
products of the human spirit, but must acknowledge the same root even for the
lower powers” (CF 38; §8.4).
Since the feeling of absolute dependence is always self-identical, it cannot, of
itself, account for the diversity of religious expressions. The difference between
them lies in how this feeling of absolute dependence actualizes itself in a given
moment through its relation to a moment of the sensible self-consciousness. Given
that the moments of the sensible self-consciousness are infinitely various, there is
infinite variety in the expression of piety (CF 22; §5.4; see also §9.1). Nonetheless,
each moment of the sensible self-consciousness is in principle related to the higher
consciousness. The question is the degree to which that relation to the higher
consciousness dominates the moment.

Hence sin is understood as “God-

forgetfulness,” and is defined as the blocking of the influence of the higher
(transcendental) consciousness upon moments of the sensible self-consciousness.21
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Yet even in the case of God-forgetfulness, the feeling of absolute dependence is
never at zero, for if it were “the lack of a thing which lay outside one’s nature could
not be felt to be an evil condition” (CF 55; §11.2). Characteristic of the religious a
priori is thus a kind of élan pushing it towards its fullest self-realization in its relation
to the sensible self-consciousness.

Schleiermacher would no doubt agree with

Augustine’s pithy statement that “our hearts are restless until they rest in Thee,” that
is, the arrest of the God-consciousness is felt as an evil condition, and as such spurs
consciousness on to its remedy, namely the freeing up of the God-consciousness.
Given what has been said so far, it is clear that for Schleiermacher the
difference between religions lies principally in the degree to which they are able to
manifest the feeling of absolute dependence. In a telling passage he notes that “since
Christianity affirms that only perfect love casts out all fear, it must admit that
imperfect love is never entirely free from fear.” Likewise even those polytheistic
religions in which idols serve as protectors are manifestations of imperfect love; they
are adaptations, “corresponding to imperfect love, of the feeling of absolute
dependence” (CF 38; §8.4). Noteworthy here are two things important to
Schleiermacher’s criteria for the adequacy of religions. First, the feeling of absolute
dependence is related to the Christian understanding of love, and as such these
criteria are going to be associated in important ways with the moral fruits that each
religion yields. Second, the criteria for the adequacy of religions must therefore be
able to gauge differences in the degree to which they convey the feeling of absolute
dependence.
Before Schleiermacher divides religions into two major kinds, the aesthetic
and the teleological, he provides a general account of the causes for differences in
how religious objects are conceived. He notes that there are two major factors
influencing how the religious object is thought: first, the extensiveness of the selfconsciousness, and second, the clarity with which the difference between the lower
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and the higher self-consciousness is held in view. If an individual identifies him or
herself with only part of the world, he or she will think of only part of the world as
dependent upon a correspondingly limited deity, and hence “his God will remain a
fetish” (CF 36; §8.2). On the other hand, if the higher self-consciousness is not clearly
distinguished from the lower, that to which the feeling of absolute dependence
corresponds will mistakenly be taken to be the world or an object in it instead of that
which fully transcends it.22
This analysis has implications for Schleiermacher’s major division of religions
into the teleological and the aesthetic. Key to his distinction between the two kinds
of religion are the concepts of passivity and spontaneity. To be passive is to be
affected from without; in being conscious of my passivity I think of my character and
habits as the result of intra-worldly causes. I am what I am because something
outside me has made me that way. Schleiermacher links an emphasis on such
passivity to the aesthetic type of religion. This kind of religion develops when the
higher self-consciousness is not distinguished from the lower; hence the individual
sees him or herself as dependent upon intra-worldly objects or causes.
Schleiermacher notes that "It [an aesthetic form of faith] will reduce both these
arrestments and continued developments of the God-consciousness, as indeed every
other change in man's experience, to passive states, and represent them consequently
as the effects of external influences in such a manner that they will appear simply to
be appointed events . . . ." (CF 262; § 63.1).

In teleological religion, on the other

hand, all passive states are simply occasions for spontaneous activity. Such activity is
not the result of intra-worldly causes and thus is linked with genuine human freedom.
Schleiermacher associates this spontaneous activity with that which transcends the
subject object dichotomy (and thus anything that appears in the world) and which
can only be given in the immediate self-consciousness, that is, with the Whence of
our active and passive existence. He explicitly notes that “no one can doubt that the
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results of free activity take place in virtue of absolute dependence” (CF 190; §49.1).
It is only insofar as we are absolutely dependent on the ground of all that is that we
are able to recognize ourselves as free, that is as not determined by intra-worldly
causes. Moreover, we can only achieve the feeling of absolute dependence insofar as
we are freely acting agents. Schleiermacher notes that "the God-consciousness surely
. . . has a content which relates exclusively to human freedom and presupposes it"
(CF 260; § 62. 2). Freedom, in the sense of independence from intra-worldly causes,
is a condition of the possibility the God-consciousness.

Freedom and absolute

dependence mutually condition and imply one another.
In Christianity, considered by Schleiermacher the teleological religion par
excellence, “the consciousness of God is always related to the totality of active states
in the idea of a Kingdom of God” (CF 43; §9.2). Moreover, this freedom is closely
associated with morality; in teleological religion “a predominating reference to the
moral task constitutes the fundamental type of the religious affections” (CF 41; §9.1).
In aesthetic religion, on the other hand, an individual’s actions are taken as resulting
from “a determination of the individual by the whole of finite existence, and thus as
referred to the passive side. . .” (CF 42; §9.1). It is interesting that Schleiermacher
considers Greek polytheism the religion most clearly antithetical to Christianity,
since in it even the beauty of the soul is “the result of all the influences of Nature and
world” (CF 43; §9.2).
Schleiermacher’s distinction between spontaneity and passivity was no doubt
influenced by Kant’s ethics, which sharply differentiated between heteronomy and
autonomous moral action.23

In heteronomous action the individual allows his

actions to be determined by what Kant calls the lower faculty of desire, itself
constituted by our receptivity and hence by how we can be affected from without.
Autonomous moral action, on the other hand, is possible only in so far as we are free,
that is insofar as a our motives for action are not determined by intra-worldly causes.
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Not only is freedom the ratio essendi of the moral law,24 but the free will of necessity
stands under the obligation of the moral law. Moreover, insofar as an individual’s
actions are not merely reactions to how s/he has been affected by outside causes, s/he
acts morally, for there is only one categorical imperative that the will as practical
reason can give itself.25 In the Religion within the Limits of Reason Alone Kant notes that
the "very incomprehensibility of this predisposition [i.e., to be moved to action by
the moral law] announces a divine origin."26 (R 45). In The Conflict of the Faculties he
tells us that is, “grace is none other than the nature of man in so far as he is
determined to actions by a principle which is intrinsic to his own being, but
supersensible (the thought of his duty).”27
Now while the later Schleiermacher emphasizes the autonomous character of
religion, distinguishing it from metaphysics and morals, his thought still has
important

points of contact with that of Kant:28

teleological religion is

characterized through its emphasis on spontaneity and this spontaneity implies a
reference to the moral task. While many of Schleiermacher’s early ethical writings
espoused a deterministic empirical psychology in which previous states of
consciousness determine later ones, by the time he writes The Christian Faith he no
longer holds this view. 29 There he quite clearly notes that , “. . . every original ideal
which arises in the soul, whether for an action or for a work of art, and which can
neither be understood as an imitation nor be satisfactorily explained by means of
external stimuli and preceding mental states, may be regarded as a revelation” (CF 51;
§10.2, italics mine). Hence a revelation, which can include both moral and aesthetic
elements, is something original in that it cannot merely be explained as a result of
intra-worldly causes or previous states of consciousness; in revelation that which
transcends

the

world

breaks

consciousness of the Absolute.

into

consciousness

through

the

immediate
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For Schleiermacher spontaneity is the condition of one’s becoming conscious
of one’s absolute dependence. Love is a function of the feeling of absolute
dependence: the more conscious one is of absolute dependence, the more perfect is
one’s love. Hence the best measure for gauging a religion's effectiveness in freeing
the God-consciousness lies within the realm of ethics. When the feeling of absolute
dependence on that which transcends the world is blocked, one is in a state captivity
or constraint. Associated with this captivity or constraint is an understanding of
oneself as merely receptive, that is, as simply reacting to intra-worldly causes. As a
result of the confusion between the higher and lower consciousness, the individual
understands herself as passive, as under the control of outside influences that have led
her to be what she is. On the other hand, when the distinction between the higher
and lower consciousness is properly maintained, the individual comes to understand
herself as absolutely dependent on that power which transcends the world while yet
being immanent to it. This leads the individual to understand herself as free vis a vis
the world and empowers her to accomplish the moral task set to her as a member of
the Kingdom of God. In fact, even the idea of such a Kingdom is defined by
Schleiermacher in terms of the activity of its subjects (CF 43; §9.2).
The connections between the constraint of the God-consciousness, the view
of oneself as merely receptive and therefore dependent upon the world, and the
blocking of love in a systematic fashion are explored by Schleiermacher in his
discussion of sin. In what ways does the understanding of oneself as merely passive
lead to fear, the opposite of love?

What are the connections between self-

transcendence, spontaneity, and love towards one’s fellow human beings? In his
discussion of sin Schleiermacher makes use of the Pauline distinction between flesh
and spirit. The flesh is our bodily nature subject to corruption and determination by
intra-worldly causes. The spirit, on the other hand, is associated with the Godconsciousness. Sin is "an arrestment of the determinative power of spirit, due to the
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independence of the sensuous functions." This view of sin is "certainly reconcilable
with those explanations which describe sin as turning away from the creator" (CF 273;
§ 66. 2). In giving free reign to the sensuous desires one invests the limited and
bodily with worth, ignoring what transcends the world and is of true worth. Hence
sin is associated with an identification of oneself with the sensuous functions, that is,
with the body. As such, anything that threatens the body and everything associated
with it will be perceived as a real threat and will engender fear. Schleiermacher notes
that if
the predominant factor is not the God-consciousness but the flesh,
every impression made by the world upon us and invoking an
obstruction of our bodily and temporal life must be reckoned as an
evil, and the more so, the more definitely the moment of experience
terminates solely in the flesh apart from the higher consciousness (CF
316; § 75. 1).
On the other hand, were every moment of our existence determined by the G0dconsciousness, the relative opposition between the external world and the temporal
life of man "could never have been construed by the corporate consciousness as an
obstruction to life, since it could not in any sense act as an inhibition of the Godconsciousness, but at most would give a different form to its effects" (CF 316; § 75.1).
Identification of the self with the higher consciousness has three effects, all
interrelated with one another. First, not to identify oneself with the body results in
freedom from the bondage of the fear of death (CF 316; § 75.1), since one has
identified oneself with spirit, which is incorruptible and cannot be threatened.
Second, to see oneself as absolutely dependent on the ground of being, which
transcends the world, allows one to understand oneself as subject to a higher destiny
and therefore as free in relation to the world. Third and most importantly, to grasp
one's absolute dependence on the Whence of our existence allows us to transcend
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ourselves. We are no longer bound to identify ourselves with the body, which has a
particular causal history and particular sensuous desires associated with that causal
history.30 Insofar as we must also recognize others as capable of becoming conscious
of their absolute dependence, we must value them as we value ourselves. In this way
identification with the spirit engenders a completely different attitude to the world
and others in it than identification with the body.
Thus far I have discussed how Schleiermacher envisions the nature of
doctrines, issues linked to the problem of the interpretation of the religious
experience, and Schleiermacher’s criteria for the adequacy of religions. Given what
has been said so far, we need to take a closer look at how this model accommodates
religious pluralism and dialogue among different religious traditions. I have shown
that for Schleiermacher at the core of all religions is an unmediated experience of the
ground of all that is (the whence of our active and receptive existence). Differences
in religions amount to the extent to which they can adequately convey the
experience of absolute dependence upon this ground; they are differences in degree,
not in kind. It is because there is a single, fundamental experience to which all the
world’s religions are related that there can be meaningful and significant dialogue
among them.

The alternative is to think of the relations between world religions as

“family resemblances.” On this view categories of religious thought may be so
different across religions that they may not even be equipped to pick out the same
things. If, on the other hand, there is a fundamental human experience grounding
religion, then the question is how well the different religious traditions express it and
facilitate that experience's influence on all aspects of life.
It might be asked: if the foundational religious experience is immediate, then
how are we to gauge the adequacy of a religious tradition? We have no thematic
access to this experience, and hence it is impossible to reflect upon that experience
in its immediacy. How then are we to understand how well a religious tradition
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expresses this experience and how are we to compare religions? Do we not need to
be able to reflect on both the initial experience and its expression in order to measure
the adequacy of a religious tradition’s expression of the experience? If so, then it
would seem that it would be impossible to make these kinds of judgments. Problems
similar to those plaguing John Hick’s understanding of the absolute as a thing in
itself would then seem to crop up again in a different guise. In what sense can we
know this experience and that to which it points? Is not all knowledge thematic?
Schleiermacher’s resources for answering these questions lie in his systematic
discussion of why religions must always be positive. As noted above his analysis
hangs on a transcendental theory of consciousness: such a consciousness exists only
in relation to the sensible self-consciousness. In fact, only as such can it be
transcendental.

States of the sensible self-consciousness to which we do have

thematic access therefore reflect relations to the higher (transcendental)
consciousness. Hence Schleiermacher tells us that ". . . the world will be a different
thing to a man according as he apprehends it from the standpoint of a Godconsciousness completely paralyzed or of one absolutely paramount" (CF 267; §
64.2).

While the experience of absolute dependence is immediate and

transcendental, how one understands the world is dependent upon the relation of the
God-consciousness to the sensible self-consciousness. And as Schleiermacher noted
in On Freedom, how one represents the world and the things in it to oneself are key in
determining desire, and therefore action.

Schleiermacher concludes "it will

accordingly be possible to distinguish in the Christian life itself between what in our
conception of the world is to be placed to the account of sin, and what to the
account of grace. The like holds good also of the results of man's action upon the
world as far as these are realities to himself and come within his consciousness" (CF
276; § 64.2). Because how one represents oneself and the world determines one's
desires and therefore action, how one acts in the world and treats others will be
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dependent upon the strength of the God-consciousness. Hence Schleiermacher
importantly notes that the works of the second table of the law, which have to do
with the treatment of the neighbor, "are in no sense external or carnal; they are truly
spiritual works, and are possible only in virtue of an efficacious and purified Godconsciousness" (CF, 285; § 70. 3). Without the God-consciousness action in
accordance with the second table of the law might indeed invoke "the most
consummate self-renunciation of the individual." This, however, would only be "the
self-love of the nation or the country as a composite person," which may very well be
combined with "animosity and injustice of all kinds towards those who are outside
the group" (CF 284-285, § 70.3).
Schleiermacher’s transcendental analysis of consciousness allows him to
provide criteria of adequacy for religious traditions: it is insofar as they adequately
reflect human transcendence and freedom that they can also thereby adequately
point to the ground of all that is. While the experience of absolute dependence is
immediate and no thematic access can be had to it, whether or not one is open to
the higher consciousness has concrete manifestations on the level of the sensuous
self-consciousness. These have to do with how one views oneself and one's relation
to the world around one. Religious symbol systems reflect these views. Principle
among the questions reflected therein are whether one should identify oneself with
the body and the effects of the material world on it, or whether one should identify
oneself with that which transcends the world. To understand the self as only a body
will engender fear because the body can be destroyed. Such an understanding
moreover, implies a denial of the possibility of self-transcendence. On the other
hand, identification of the self with that which transcends the body, the finite and
the particular is a condition of the possibility of genuine love. In viewing others as
one views oneself, as loci of self-transcendence, one values them precisely because
they have the possibility of recognizing their absolute dependence on the Whence of
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all that is. As such it is through the higher consciousness that genuine love of the
neighbor is possible. In an important passage Schleiermacher notes that if the Godconsciousness is perfectly dominant
Just as little again could the action of one person prove a hindrance to
another's life, since, in virtue of the God-consciousness that was
supreme in all, each could not but acquiesce in the other's every
action. But if that supremacy is done away, there emerges opposition
between the individual beings, and what is a furtherance to one will
often for that very reason become a hindrance to the other" (CF 316;
75. 1).
If the idea of self-transcendence and freedom from determination by intra-worldly
causes yields a concrete ethic, namely one of love, then Schleiermacher’s theology
provides the basis for a theoretical justification of how an individual’s relation to the
Absolute affects his/her relation to others and vice versa. As such his theology
provides a concrete proposal for comparing and gauging the adequacy of different
traditions.

Religious traditions are adequate vehicles expressing the God-

consciousness insofar as they affirm 1) the self-transcendence of the individual 2) the
individual’s freedom from complete determination by the world 3) love of the
neighbor as one loves oneself. These should not be understood as mere theoretical
propositions. Their true efficacy lies in the practical realm, in how they determine
our understanding of ourselves, of others, and of the world. This understanding in
turn determines how and what we will value, and therefore how we will act.
Schleiermacher’s theology allows us to understand how different historically
situated religious traditions can provide access to the absolute. Moreover, because
God cannot be an object of our experience, the idea that we can simply have
propositional knowledge of God and God’s relation to the world is beset with
difficulties. Schleiermacher’s philosophical theology provides a coherent account of
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how it is that the Absolute can be experienced and talked about if this is the case.
Hence while it may be the case that it is impossible to achieve a universal theology,
we may yet come to a consensus regarding a universal practice and the experience that
attends it. Working from there we may be enabled to measure the adequacy of
religious traditions in reflecting upon this experience.
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